
Home Learning  
Year 6 

This Week’s English Tasks WC 20th April 2020 

Spelling: 

 Prefixes and suffixes- look at the examples, think about what the prefix and suffix means and add at least 5 more examples to each 
box.  

  http://www.bigbrownbear.co.uk/demo/prefix.htm Play game practising selecting the correct prefix or suffix.  
Grammar: 

 Reading the sentences on the sheet-work out if the use of the apostrophe is for omission (contraction)-a letter has been removed or 
for possession-belonging to. 

 Add the missing inverted commas to the sentences that use speech and then write another 5 of your own.  

 Continue to play ‘Deal or No Deal’ game using the PowerPoint.  
Activity 1 

 Ask the children what words were used to describe the river? Why do you think the author has written them in this way? How do 
they paint a picture of the river? Do they help us to hear the sounds of the river? Produce a thought shower of how the author sets 
the scene. Think of an alternative setting for a story involving animals-link it to your work on classification and habitats-Create 
another thought shower based on your chosen setting.  

Activity 2 

 Last week I asked you to focus on one of the main characters and write about them. This week think about the setting you have 
chosen in Activity 1 and create a character that might live in that habitat. Draw a picture of your created character and tell me 
about them. Think about that animal you have chosen and what human qualities they might have-personification. Think about how 
the animal behaves, e.g. a snake-sly, sneaky, mysterious or a parrot-loud, obnoxious etc.  

Creative writing 

 See the PowerPoint for ‘Ideas for Creative writing’ Choose a different idea from last week and write! You can illustrate you work if 
you wish-DO NOT forget about your personal writing targets! Hopefully you can remember them! 

Useful Links and Videos 

 https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/games-477003.htm 

 https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zt62mnb/articles/zyv4qhv 
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